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A B S T R A C T   

This work reports the study of mixed convection of permeable fluid with Robin conditions in the vertical channel 
including the effects of chemical reactions. The fluid transport is designed by the Darcy-Forchheimer-Brinkman 
model. The series method is adopted for approximate solutions for governing equations considering the Brink-
man number as the perturbation characteristic whose outcomes correspond to magnitudes of Brinkman number 
less than one. Adopting a numerical scheme followed by fourth order Runge–Kutta algorithm with shooting 
method, the solutions for bigger magnitudes of the Brinkman number are obtained. The present results for 
limiting cases are compared with the literature and good agreement is seen. For various values of thermal and 
mass Grashof numbers, porous parameter, inertial parameter, Darcy number and first order chemical reaction the 
problem is resolved for the same and distant Biot numbers reflecting the border temperatures symmetric and 
asymmetric. Finally, the outcomes are tabulated for wall friction parameters, Nusselt and Sherwood numbers for 
innovated parameters. It is noticed that enhancing buoyancy and dissipations, thermal Grashof number helps to 
improve the flow rate for all values of Biot number. The Schmidt and Soret parameters can improve concen-
tration patterns. Nusselt number can be improved with thermal Grashof number and Brinkman number and it is 
dropped with inertia and porous parameters. The solutions have a very good agreement with Zanchini data 
without mass Grashof number.   

Introduction 

The buoyancy-induced double diffusive flow past different geome-
tries planted in solid matrix is applicable in engineering and geophysics. 
Geothermal cavities, heat insulation, contaminant propagation, 
enhanced oil recovery, phenomena in chemical and nuclear reactors, 
and underground energy transport are some of the areas of applications. 

Darcy’s law [1] is used for slow flows. Nakayama et al. [2] claimed 
that Darcy’s law is valid with low velocity and low permeability. At high 
permeability or at higher flow rates, inertial effects are also important. 
Modifications of Darcy’s law are well-known approaches of Brinkman 
[3] and Forchheimer [4]. The Brinkman model accounts for the viscous 
stresses and Forchheimer model narrates for the nonlinear drag effect 
owing to the porous matrix. Many modern applications are outlined by 
high flow velocities. Brinkman-Forchheimer model was adopted by 
Kuznetsov et al. [5] to study the composite channel flow. Bear [6] 
pointed out that for values of Reynolds number greater than one, the 

flow will be non-Darcian. Muskat and Flow [7] worked on the inertia 
effect introducing the Forchheimer term. Umavathi et al. [8,9,10] dis-
cussed laminar and transient convection flows in a composite channel. 
Malashetty et al. [11,12] worked on the flow nature in an inclined duct 
for immiscible saturated medium using Brinkman model. Prathap 
Kumar et al. [13] researched using the isoflux or isothermal boundaries 
for porous medium overlying a fluid layer. Yahya and Saghir [14] 
analyzed numerically heat transfer performance in flat and circular 
pipes having porous insert. The Darcy-Brinkman model was used for 
porous zone. Experimental and numerical analysis of hybrid nanofluid 
flow in a heat exchanger with porous inserts was performed by Alhajaj 
et al. [15]. Authors using the Darcy-Brinkman model within porous 
zones founded that hybrid nanofluid can enhance the energy transport. 

In many transport processes, the chemical reaction effects are found 
in applications such as solar collector, metallurgy, bio-chemical reactor, 
and combustion engineering units etc. Concentration of foreign material 
in air or water characterizes possible origin of chemical reactions. 
Chemical reactions between different materials can generate the heat. 
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The energy and mass transport in binary units has immense applications 
in chemical industry. The Dufour and Soret consequences are influential 
where species are included at a plate in a liquid with a density less than 
the fenced liquid. It was remarked that diffusion effect was very strong 
for hydrogen and helium (molecular weight less than air) when 
compared with carbon dioxide and xenon (molecular weight greater 
than air). The temperature difference due to buoyancy is increased by 
injecting the light gases (examples are helium and hydrogen) and 
therefore the energy transport strength are raised. Therefore, Nu is 
influenced substantially with the presence of Dufour and Soret param-
eters. Coelho and Silva Telles [16] explored double diffusion in Graetz 
flow between parallel plates. Bég et al. [17] surveyed the double diffu-
sion for the MHD permeable fluid. He also explained that mass and 
energy fields were elevated with rise in Dufour and Soret numbers 
respectively. Two double distribution lattice-Boltzmann models were 
established by Luo and Xu [18] to simulate the coupled phenomena of 
double-diffusive mixed convection, solid–fluid conjugate heat transfer 
and adsorption process in microporous media at the pore scale. The 
results demonstrated that the intraparticle mass transfer resistance 
dominated the overall adsorption performance. But the adsorbed 
amount of the particle was depending on the concentration in flow field 
around the particle surface. The mixed convection heat transfer com-
bined with thermal radiation of a viscoelastic liquid circulation driven 
by a porous accelerating sheet under the inclined uniform magnetic field 
was studied by Mahabaleshwar et al. [19]. They showed that velocity, 
thermal and concentration boundary layers thicknesses were raised with 
a growth of the radiation number, where the opposite impact was found 
for the increasing magnitudes of Prandtl number. 

An analysis for axisymmetric boundary layer couple stress fluid flow 
over a stretching cylinder under the influence of the magnetic field, 
chemical reaction, Soret and Dufour parameters was carried out by 
Gajjela and Garvandha [20]. They observed that the couple stress 

parameter decelerates the axial velocity and accelerates the temperature 
and concentration fields. Ali et al. [21] described magnetohydrody-
namic effects on the transient rotational flow of Maxwell nanofluids. 
They noticed that the progressing values of magnetic parameter and 
Deborah number reduced the primary velocity and the magnitude of 
secondary velocity but temperature and concentration were incre-
mented. The fully developed forced convective heat and mass transfer in 
a parallel-plate channel occupied by a bidisperse porous medium was 
investigated by Wang et al. [22] under the Darcy flow model and the 
constant heat flux boundary condition. They found that an increase in 
effective thermal conductivity ratio or Biot number leads to an 
enhancement in the heat transfer rate. Also, an increase in Soret number 
leads to an increase in dimensionless concentrations in both phases due 
to the strong mass diffusion of reactants. Convective flow with chemical 
reaction in a vertical duct using third kind boundary conditions was 
investigated by Umavathi et al. [23]. The observations made were that 
the mass Grashof number reduced the velocity at the left border and 
enhanced at the right border. The temperature distributions were not 
much influenced by the mass Grashof number for equal Biot parameters 
whereas, for the opposite case, its effect was very significant at the left 
border compared to the right one. 

Partha et al. [24] debated the Soret-Dufour effects on hydromagnetic 
convective flow using a non-Darcy model. They proved that the wall 
mass and energy rates are considerably affected by the Dufour-Soret 
parameters with stronger magnetic field. Abd El-Aziz [25] researched 
double diffusion MHD characteristics of free convection past continu-
ously stretching plate. Fairbanks and Wike [26] worked on the diffusion 
and chemical reactions along a flat plate. Das et al. [27] investigated the 
double diffusion on the circulation over an impulsively infinite surface. 
The diffusion due to mass with higher-order chemical reactions along 
the linearly stretching plate was scrutinized by Andersson et al. [28]. 
Umavathi et al. [29–32] abstracted the origin of double diffusive 

Nomenclature 

A constant 
Bi1, Bi2 Biot parameters 
Br Brinkman parameter 
Sr Soret parameter 
Sc Schmidt parameter 
Cp Heat capacity 
Cf Forchheimer coefficient 
I dimensionless inertia coefficient 
C1, C2 reference concentrations of external fluid 
C0 reference concentration 
C concentration 
D(=2L) hydraulic diameter 
Dm mass diffusivity of the solute 
g gravity acceleration 
GRT heat Grashof number 
GRC concentration Grashof number 
h1, h2 outside thermal transfer parameters 
k heat conductivity 
L channel size 
n non-negative integer number 
Nu1, Nu2 Nusselt parameters 
p pressure 
P = p + ρ0gX difference between the pressure and hydrostatic 

pressure 
Pr Prandtl number 
Re Reynolds number 
Sh1, Sh2 Sherwood numbers 
RT temperature ratio 

S dimensionless characteristic 
T temperature 
T1, T2 external fluid reference temperatures 
T0 reference temperature 
u non-dimensional velocity along X-axis 
un(y) non-dimensional function 
u mean velocity 
U velocity for x-axis 
X streamwise coordinate 
y non-dimensional transverse coordinate 
Y transverse coordinate 

Greek Symbols 
α heat diffusivity 
βT heat expansion parameter 
βC concentration expansion parameter 
ΔT temperature drop 
ΔC concentration drop 
σ Darcy number 
τ1, τ2 wall friction coefficients 
ε non-dimensional parameter 
θ non-dimensional temperature 
θb non-dimensional bulk temperature 
ϕ normalized concentration 
μ dynamic viscosity 
ν kinematic viscosity 
Λ1 modified heat Grashof number 
Λ2 modified concentration Grashof number 
ρ mass density 
ρ0 density for T = T0  
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convection in nano suspension within a porous medium. Prathap Kumar 
et al. [33] also worked on double diffusive convection of nano suspen-
sion in a porous material. Recently Umavathi et al. [34] discussed 
double-diffusive free convection of nanofluid within a confined rectan-
gular duct numerically. The results found were that the velocity was 
maximum using silver nanoparticles and minimum using diamond 
nanoparticles. The temperature was high for silicon oxide nanoparticles 
and low for diamond nanoparticles and opposite effect was obtained for 
concentration. Yinusa et al. [35] explored the three-dimensional 
squeezed flow, heat and mass transfer through a rotating channel with 
coupled Dufour and Soret influences. The parametric studies revealed 
how an increase in magnetic term and a decrease in squeezing number 
reduced the velocity profile by approximately 10 percent. Additionally, 
continuous decrease of Soret number increased the temperature and 
concentration profiles. 

It should be noted that nowadays there are many published papers on 
nanofluids flow and heat transfer. Thus, Al Kalbani et al. [36] studied 
numerically natural convection and entropy production of water/copper 
nanofluid in an inclined chamber under an impact of tilted magnetic 
field using local thermal non-equilibrium approach. Authors revealed 
that liquid fraction gives the major contribution to the total entropy 
production. Saghir and Rahman [37] examined numerically nanofluid 
flow and energy transport in a complex channel configuration under an 
influence of Brownian diffusion and thermophoresis. They ascertained 
that 1% alumina/water nanofluid allows to reduce the pressure drop. 
Plant and Saghir [38] scrutinized computationally and experimentally 
alumina/water nanofluid flow and energy transport in a multi-channel 
system with porous insertions. They found that low concentration of 
alumina nanoparticles characterizes the energy transport enhancement 
compared to high nanoadditives volume fraction. Other interesting and 
useful results were obtained by Bianco et al. [39], Srinivasacharya and 
Ramana [40], Tayebi et al. [41]. 

The boundary conditions for temperature can have various form, e.g. 
constant temperature, constant heal flux or convective heat transport 
(Robin border restrictions). The Robin border restrictions deal with 
practical problems. Javeri [42–44] worked on the flow in different 
channels using convective conditions on the walls. Umavathi et al. 
[45–51] analyzed the mixed convection with border restrictions of third 
kind under an impact of source/sink. 

In vision of the practical applications for Robin border conditions 
and double diffusion convection, the aspiration of the present work is to 
analyze double diffusion for the flow in a vertical avenue for the non– 
Darcy model. 

Mathematical statement 

The physical problem reflected in Fig. 1 includes the infinitely long 
vertical duct with the border temperatures T1 and T2, filled with an 
incompressible permeable fluid. The X-axis corresponds to the axial 
direction and is directed parallel to gravity force and Y-axis is perpen-
dicular to borders. The vertical duct corresponds to the domain region 
–L/2 ≤ Y ≤ L/2. The characteristics of liquid including heat conduc-
tivity, viscosity, heat diffusivity, and heat expansion parameter are 
fixed. 

Consider the Boussinesq approximation once can find 

ρ = ρ0[βT(T − T0) − βC(C − C0) ] (1) 

Hence the conservation of mass is 

∂U
∂X = 0 (2) 

so that U depends upon Y-coordinate and hence the flow is one- 
dimension. The motion equations for both axes are written as 

βTg(T − T0)+ βCg(C − C0) −
1
ρ0

∂P
∂X+ ν d2U

dY2 −
νU
κ

−
Cf U2

̅̅̅
κ

√ = 0 (3)  

∂P
∂Y = 0 (4) 

From Eq. (4) one can find that P depends upon X-coordinate. Then 
Eq. (3) implies that 

(T − T0) =
1

ρ0gβT

dP
dX

−
μ

ρ0gβT

d2U
dY2 +

μU
ρ0gβTκ

−
βC

βT
(C − C0)+

CfU2

gβT
̅̅̅
κ

√ (5) 

Differentiating Eq. (5) w. r .to X we get 

∂T
∂X =

1
ρ0gβT

d2P
dX2 (6)  

∂T
∂Y = −

ν
gβT

d3U
dY3 +

ν
κgβT

dU
dY

−
βC

βT

∂C
∂Y +

Cf

gβT
̅̅̅
κ

√
dU2

dY
(7)  

∂2T
∂Y2 = −

ν
gβT

d4U
dY4 +

ν
κgβT

d2U
dY2 −

βC

βT

∂2C
∂Y2 +

Cf
̅̅̅
κ

√
gβT

d2U2

dY2 (8) 

The walls of the carrier are simulated to be very thin which leads to 
interchange the energy by convection with the outside liquid. For Y <
–L/2 the thermal convection is considered to be uniform with h1 and T1 
to be the uniform reference temperature. For Y > L/2 the outside con-
vection parameter is assumed to be h2 and the fluid region will be have 
uniform reference temperature T2 such that T2 > T1. In addition, C1 (left) 
and C2 (right) are the concentrations at the plates. Therefore the con-
ditions on the temperature filed at the boundaries are 

−

[

k
∂T
∂Y

]

Y=− L/2
= h1[T1 − T(X, − L/2) ] (9)  

−

[

k
∂T
∂Y

]

Y=L/2
= h2[T(X,L/2) − T2 ] (10) 

These equations can be reduced using Eq. (7) 
[
d3U
dY3 −

1
κ

dU
dY

−
Cf

ν
̅̅̅
κ

√
dU2

dY

]

Y=− L/2

=
βTgh1

kν

(

1 −
kβC

TβT

)

[T1 − T(X, − L/2) ]

(11) 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram.  
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[
d3U
dY3 −

1
κ

dU
dY

−
Cf

ν
̅̅̅
κ

√
dU2

dY

]

Y=L/2

=
βTgh2

kν

(

1 −
kβC

TβT

)

[T(X,L/2) − T2 ]

(12) 

From the above Eq. (6) it shows that ∂T/∂X is not depending on Y- 
coordinate. Also from Eqs. (11) and (12), it shows that ∂T/∂X is zero for 
both borders. On account of Eqs. (6), there exist a constant A such as 

dP
dX

= A (13) 

where A is fixed and the heat transport equation is written as follows 

d2T
dY2 = −

ν
αCp

(
dU
dY

)2

−
νU2

αCPκ
(14) 

and the concentration equation is given as 

d2C
dY2 = −

k
T

d2T
dY2 (15) 

From Eqs. (8) and (14) allow one to obtain differential equation as 

d4U
dY4 =

βTg
αCp

(
dU
dY

)2

−
βCgk
αCpT

(
dU
dY

)2

+
1
κ

d2U
dY2 +

βT gU2

αCpκ
−

βCgkU2

αCpTκ
+

Cf

ν
̅̅̅
κ

√
d2U2

dY2

(16) 

The conditions for the velocity become 

U( − L/2) = 0, U(L/2) = 0 (17) 

along with Eqs. (11) and (12), (using Eq. (5)) can be expressed as 
[
d3U
dY3 −

1
κ

dU
dY

−
h1

k
d2U
dY2 −

Cf

ν
̅̅̅
κ

√
dU2

dY

]

Y=− L/2

= −
Ah1

μk −
h1U
kκ

−
Cf h1U2

νk
̅̅̅
κ

√ +
βTgh1

νk [T1 − T0 + C1 − C0] (18)  

[
d3U
dY3 −

1
κ

dU
dY

+
h2

k
d2U
dY2 −

Cf

ν
̅̅̅
κ

√
dU2

dY

]

Y=L/2

=
Ah2

μk +
h2U
kκ

+
h2Cf U2

νk
̅̅̅
κ

√ +
βTgh2

νk [T0 − T2 + C2 − C0] (19) 

Using Eq. (14), Eq. (15) can be rewritten as 

d2C
dY2 =

kν
TαCp

(
dU
dY

)2

+
kνU2

TαCpκ
(20) 

The concentration conditions are 

C
(

−
L
2

)

= C1, C
(
L
2

)

= C2 (21) 

Equations (15) to (21) will explain the velocity and concentration 
distributions. These equations are rewritten in a non-dimensional form 
with the help of the non-dimensional quantities 

u =
U
U0

, θ =
T − T0

ΔT
, y =

Y
D
, GRT =

gβTΔTD3

ν2 , Re =
U0D
ν ,

Br =
U2

0μ
kΔT

, RT =
T2 − T1

ΔT
, GRC =

gβCΔTD3

ν2 , Λ1 =
GRT

Re
, Λ2 =

GRC

Re
,

Bi1 =
h1D
k

, Bi2 =
h2D
k

, S =
Bi1Bi2

Bi1Bi2 + 2Bi1 + 2Bi2
, U0 = −

AD2

48μ ,

ϕ =
C − C0

ΔC
, Sc =

ν
Dm

, Sr =
kΔTDm

TΔCν , σ =
D
̅̅̅
κ

√ , I =
ρCfD2U0

μ
̅̅̅
κ

√

(22) 

The reference velocity, temperature and concentrations are 

U0 = −
AD2

48μ , T0 =
T1 + T2

2
+ S

(
1

Bi1
−

1
Bi2

)

[T2 − T1], C0 =
C1 + C2

2
(23) 

The temperature drop ΔT and the reference concentration drop ΔC 
are 

ΔT = T2 − T1 if T1 < T2 (24)  

ΔT =
ν2

CpD2 if T1 = T2 (25)  

ΔC = C2 − C1 (26) 

For symmetric wall temperature the value of RT is equal to zero and 
the value of RT is equal to one for asymmetric conditions. By using the 
non-dimensional quantities from Eq. (22), Eqs. (16)–(21) are reloaded as 

d4u
dy4 = σ2d2u

dy2 + I
d2u2

dy2 +(Λ1 − Λ2SrSc)Br
(
du
dy

)2

+(Λ1 − Λ2SrSc)Brσ2u2

(27) 

with boundary conditions on velocity 

u( − 0.25) = u(0.25) = 0 (28)  

[
d2u
dy2 −

1
Bi1

d3u
dy3 +

σ2

Bi1
du
dy

+
I

Bi1
du2

dy
− uσ2 − Iu2

]

y=− 0.25

= − 48+
RTΛ1S

2

(

1 +
4

Bi1

)

+
Λ2

2
(29)  

[
d2u
dy2 +

1
Bi2

d3u
dy3 −

σ2

Bi2
du
dy

−
I

Bi2
du2

dy
− uσ2 − Iu2

]

y=0.25

= − 48 −
RTΛ1S

2

(

1 +
4

Bi2

)

−
Λ2

2
(30)  

d2ϕ
dy2 +BrSrSc

(
du
dy

)2

+BrSrScσ2u2 = 0 (31)  

ϕ( − 0.25) = − 0.5, ϕ(0.25) = 0.5 (32) 

Similarly Eqs. (14) and (22) yield 

d2θ
dy2 +Br

(
du
dy

)2

− σ2u2 = 0 (33) 

while from Eqs. (5) and (22) one obtains 

θ = −
1

Λ1

(

48 +
d2u
dy2 + Λ2ϕ − σ2u − Iu2

)

(34)  

Method of solution 

The analytical solutions for Eqs. (27)–(32) can be found for low 
Brinkman number owing to nonlinear nature of thee equations. The 
solutions of Eqs. (27)–(32) can be written using the series nature as 

u(y) = u0(y)+Br⋅u1(y)+Br2⋅u2(y)+… (35)  

ϕ(y) = ϕ0(y)+Br⋅ϕ1(y)+Br2⋅ϕ2(y)+… (36) 

Substituting Eqs. (35) and (36) we receive the solutions for Eqs. (27)– 
(30). Equating the terms for Br = 0 the following equations are resolved 
along with the conditions on the walls in the absence of inertial 
parameter 

d4u0

dy4 = σ2d2u0

dy2 (37) 

also the velocity boundary conditions are 
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u0( − 0.25) = u0(0.25) = 0 (38)  

[
d2u0

dy2 −
1
Bi1

d3u0

dy3 +
σ2

Bi1
du0

dy
− σ2u0

]

y=− 0.25
= − 48+

RTΛ1S
2

(

1 +
4
Bi1

)

+
Λ2

2
(39)  

[
d2u0

dy2 +
1
Bi2

d3u0

dy3 −
σ2

Bi2
du0

dy
− σ2u0

]

y=0.25
= − 48 −

RTΛ1S
2

(

1 +
4

Bi2

)

−
Λ2

2
(40) 

Equation (37) when solved become 

u0(y) = C1 +C2y+C3⋅sinh(σy)+C4⋅cosh(σy) (41) 

Comparing the coefficients of first order of Br, the equations reduced 
are 

d4u1

dy4 − σ2d2u1

dy2 = (Λ1 − Λ2ScSr)

[(
du0

dy

)2

+ σ2u2
0

]

(42) 

with the boundary conditions 

u1( − 0.25) = u1(0.25) = 0 (43)  

[
d2u1

dy2 −
1
Bi1

d3u1

dy3 +
σ2

Bi1
du1

dy
− σ2u1

]

y=− 0.25
= 0 (44)  

[
d2u1

dy2 +
1
Bi2

d3u1

dy3 −
σ2

Bi2
du1

dy
− σ2u1

]

y=0.25
= 0 (45) 

Using Eq. (36) in Eq. (31) and equating parameters of Br = 0, the 
following differential equation is obtained 

d2ϕ0

dy2 = 0 (46) 

with the boundary conditions 

ϕ0( − 0.25) = − 0.5, ϕ0(0.25) = 0.5 (47) 

The solution of Eq. (46) is given by 

ϕ0 = C5y+C6 (48) 

Similarly collecting the coefficient of first order of Br, the reduced 
equation is 

d2ϕ1

dy2 = − Sc⋅Sr

[(
du0

dy

)2

+ σ2u2
0

]

(49) 

with the boundary conditions 

ϕ1( − 0.25) = ϕ1(0.25) = 0 (50)  

Overall heat, mass and momentum transport parameters 

The Nusselt number, wall friction and Sherwood number in non- 
dimensional view can be shown as 

Nu1 =
D

RT [θ(0.25) − θ( − 0.25) ] + (1 − RT)

dθ
dy

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
y=− 0.25

(51)  

Nu2 =
D

RT [θ(0.25) − θ( − 0.25) ] + (1 − RT)

dθ
dy

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
y=0.25

(52)  

τ1 =

(
du
dy

)

y=− 0.25
, τ2 =

(
du
dy

)

y=0.25
(53)  

Sh1 =

(
dϕ
dy

)

y=− 0.25
, Sh2 =

(
dϕ
dy

)

y=0.25
(54) 

The exact solution of Eq. (27) can not be computed as the equation is 

nonlinear. Therefore the approximate solution is procured computa-
tionally employing Runge–Kutta technique with the suitable shooting 
scheme. The solutions are validated for Br taken while evaluating the 
perturbation solutions as shown in Table 1. 

Results and discussion 

In this part, the outcomes on the double diffusion of permeable fluid 
embedded in a vertical tube are presented. Opting similar and dissimilar 
temperatures on the plates for same and different Biot numbers, the 
consequence of thermal and mass numbers, Schmidt, Soret, Brinkman 
numbers, inertia parameter and Darcy number are evaluated and 
detailed in Figs. 2 to 10. Neglecting inertia effects (I = 0), viscous 
dissipation (Br = 0) and buoyancy forces (Λ1 = 0), the exact solutions 
are found and the plots are demonstrated in Fig. 2. The velocity curve is 
parabolic for σ = 2, 8 and Λ1 = 0. Flow reversal appears at the left border 
(Λ1 = 1000) and at the right border (Λ1 = –1000) which is the similar 
remark made by Gebhart et al. [52] for pure viscous fluid using 
isothermal boundary settings. 

The impact of Brinkman and Darcy numbers for forced convection 
can be seen in Figs. 3a and 3b for equal and distinct Bi. The temperature 
curve is linear when Br = 0 for σ = 2 and also for σ = 8 due to conduction 
heat transfer. The energy is elevated for larger values of Br for same and 
different Bi. However, the behavior of temperature profiles for Bi1 = Bi2 
and Bi1 ∕= Bi2 are not the same. The temperature escalates from left 
surface to the right surface when Bi1 = Bi2 and decreases from left sur-
face to the right surface for diverse Biot numbers. For values of Br ∕= 0, 
the heat transfer is dominated by convective energy transport in the 
boundary layer. Further the value of S = 0.61 for Bi1 = Bi2 and S = 0.25 
for Bi1 ∕= Bi2 which influence the temperature filed at the boundaries. 
Figs. 3a and 3b also infer that as σ boosts, the temperature is reduced. 

Table 1 
Values of skin friction.   

Bi1 = Bi2 = 10 Bi1 = 1.0, Bi2 = 10 
τ1 τ1 τ2 τ1 τ2 

Λ1   

0  8.87178725 − 9.28222622  8.89183867 − 9.28226638 
10  8.88286395 − 9.83583325  9.52673318 − 9.95143360 
15  8.89210416 − 10.1286269  9.94700492 − 10.3599839 
20  8.91244460 − 10.4341781  10.4753474 − 10.8458322 
Λ2   

0  9.07877372 − 9.35833836  9.37954484 − 9.40235447 
10  8.68764082 − 9.75001774  8.98386536 − 9.79152915 
15  8.49215286 − 9.94593623  8.78625833 − 9.98627924 
20  8.29671723 − 10.1419072  8.5888067 − 10.1811381 
Br   
0  8.75230559 − 9.42160378  8.83074396 − 9.34317474 
0.01  8.76502450 − 9.43448594  8.86366860 − 9.36701123 
0.1  8.88318115 − 9.55415192  9.18162758 − 9.59688762 
0.5  9.51222837 − 10.1909653  11.5100612 − 11.2709386 
Sr   
0.5  8.88318115 − 9.55415192  9.18162758 − 9.59688762 
1.0  8.88322081 − 9.55420713  9.18173968 − 9.59699996 
1.5  8.88326048 − 9.55426241  9.18185178 − 9.59711231 
2.0  8.88330016 − 9.55431770  9.18196391 − 9.59722468 
Sc   
0.5  8.88316131 − 9.55412426  9.18157154 − 9.59683146 
1.0  8.88318115 − 9.55415192  9.18162758 − 9.59688762 
1.5  8.88320100 − 9.55417964  9.18168363 − 9.59694379 
2.0  8.88322081 − 9.55420713  9.18173968 − 9.59699996 
I   
0.0  8.93857587 − 9.61108444  9.24343091 − 9.65788871 
2.0  8.72763824 − 9.39420513  9.00893881 − 9.42624727 
4.0  8.54143206 − 9.20255512  8.80373377 − 9.22310098 
6.0  8.37498892 − 9.03108048  8.62159034 − 9.04243690 
σ   
2.0  10.8227474 − 11.5252093  11.2353465 − 11.6412627 
4.0  8.88318115 − 9.55415192  9.18162758 − 9.59688762 
6.0  6.98702701 − 7.61334903  7.19277728 − 7.60508193 
8.0  5.53484077 − 6.11104002  5.68199152 − 6.07819370  
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The Darcy number is the inverse of permeability, therefore developing 
the Darcy number implies that the permeability is decreased which re-
sults in the gain of the resistance of solid matrix to the flow. The present 
results agree with Zanchini [53] in the absence of σ and concentration 

Fig. 2. Contours of velocity for various Λ1.  

Fig. 3a. Contours of temperature for various Br.  

Fig. 3b. Contours of temperature for various Br.  

Fig. 4a. Contours of velocity for various Λ1.  

Fig. 4b. Contours of temperature for various Λ1.  

Fig. 4c. Contours of velocity for various Λ1.  
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Fig. 4d. Contours of temperature for various Λ1.  

Fig. 5. Contours of velocity for various Λ2.  

Fig. 6a. Contours of velocity for various Sc.  

Fig. 6b. Contours of temperature for various Sc.  

Fig. 6c. Contours of concentration for various Sc.  

Fig. 6d. Contours of velocity for various Sc.  
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Grashof number. 
Figs. 4a to 4d design the outcome of Λ1 and σ for same and different 

Bi. Increasing the modified heat Grashof number enhances the both the 
momentum and thermal fields for uniform and non-uniform Biot 

numbers. As seen in Eq. (27), the terms Λ1

(
du
dy

)2 
and Λ1∙u2 imply that 

increasing Λ1 results in enhancing the momentum as there is an 
augmentation of the buoyancy. Increment of the velocity field also rises 
the temperature field (Eq. (33)) owing to the increase in viscous dissi-
pation. The nature of velocity profiles for Bi1 = Bi2 (Fig. 4a) and Bi1 ∕= Bi2 
(Fig. 4b) are similar whereas the temperature profiles are different 
(Fig. 4b and 4d). The effect of Λ1 is more operative for Bi1 ∕= Bi2 when 
compared with Bi1 = Bi2. The Darcy parameter diminishes the circula-
tion field for both Bi1 = Bi2 and Bi1 ∕= Bi2 owing to the evidence that the 
Darcian and inertial drag suppress the convection. 

The effect of concentration Grashof number Λ2 and σ on the velocity 
pattern is displayed in Fig. 5 for equal Biot numbers. As Λ2 increases 
velocity reduces on the left border and rises on the right border for σ = 2 
and 8. Physically increase in Λ2 implies the increase in species buoyancy 
force. However the effect of Λ2 is not very influential. The influence of 
Λ2 on the velocity for various Bi shows the similar impact as that of equal 
Bi and hence not shown pictorially. The effect of Λ2 on the temperature 
field for Bi1 = Bi2 and Bi1 ∕= Bi2 shows the similar effects as that Λ1 
(Figs. 4a and 4d) and hence not presented graphically. The influence of 
Schmidt number Sc on the flow structure for same and different Biot 
numbers is plotted in Figs. 6a to 6f. The influence of Sc is to promote the 
velocity, temperature and concentration patterns. The magnitude of 
promotion is predominant on the velocity and concentration distribu-
tions for different Bi compared with equal Bi. The magnitude of tem-
perature is less at the cold plate when compared with the hot plate for 
Bi1 = Bi2 and the effect of Sc is not very influential (Fig. 6b). For Bi1 ∕= Bi2 
the temperature at the cold plate is very high compared to the hot wall 
and the effect of Sc is very much influential on the temperature (Fig. 6e). 
The effect of Sc on the concentration field is symmetric and is more 
operative for Bi1 ∕= Bi2 (Fig. 6f) when compared with Bi1 = Bi2 (Fig. 6d). 

The effect of Forchheimer inertia parameter I and the Darcy number 
σ on the velocity and temperature patterns is demonstrated in Figs. 7a 
and 7b. The velocity profiles are parabolic for equal Bi (Fig. 7a) and the 
profiles are reduced with a rise of I and σ. One can also view that inertial 
parameter is more operative for σ = 2 when compared with σ = 8 
(similar results as pointed out by Lai and Kulacki [54]. Similar effect is 
observed for various Bi and hence not figured. The effects of I and σ on 
the temperature are shown in Fig. 7b which reflects that the fluid be-
comes cold as I and σ increase and the magnitude is less at the cold plate 

Fig. 6e. Contours of temperature for various Sc.  

Fig. 6f. Contours of concentration for various Sc.  

Fig. 7a. Contours of velocity for various I.  

Fig. 7b. Contours of temperature for various I.  
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compared with the hot plate for Bi1 = Bi2. The effect of I and σ for Bi1 ∕=

Bi2 is the similar outcomes for the influence of Λ1 (Fig. 4d) and hence not 
displayed graphically. The impacts of Br and porous characteristic on the 
evaluation of velocity and temperature show similar nature as that of Λ1 
(Figs. 4a to 4d) and hence dropped the pictorial presentation. The 
impact of Br enhances the flow for any values of Bi and σ. However the 
unequal Bi cause higher values of temperature compared to equal Bi. 

Wall friction, Nu and Sh are calculated for all the pertinent param-
eters and tabulated in Tables 1–3, respectively. The values tabulated 
infer that the skin friction is elevated in magnitude at both the plates 
with Λ1, Br, Sr, Sc whereas it is diminished with inertial and porous 
characteristics for same and various Bi. The wall friction decreases at the 
cold plate and increases at the hot plate in magnitude for the effects of 
Λ2 for both Bi1 = Bi2 and Bi1 ∕= Bi2 as shown in Table 1. The Nusselt 
number increases at the cold plate and decreases at the hot plate for 
promoting the values for Λ1 and Br whereas the reversal effect is ob-
tained for the effects of I and σ but it decreases at both the plates by 
promoting Λ2 when Bi1 = Bi2. For unequal Biot numbers, Nu rises on the 
left border for the effects of Λ1 and Br whereas it decreases with the 
parameters Λ2, I and σ. At the right plate it increases in magnitude by 
operating Λ1 and Λ2, and decreases with Br, I and σ. The rate of heat 
transfer does not replicate significant change for the effects of Soret and 
Schmidt numbers as tabulated in Table 2. 

Table 3 reflects the nature of Sherwood number and it summarizes 
that it is augmented at the left border and degraded on the right surface 
for the changes in Λ1, Λ2, Br, Sr and Sc, reversal effect is seen for the 
effects of I and σ when Biot numbers are taken to be equal. For different 
Biot numbers, the Sherwood number at the left plate increases with Λ1, 
Λ2, Br, I and σ whereas it decreases with Sr and Sc in magnitude. At the 
hot wall it is reduced with Λ1, Br, I, σ and increased with Λ2, Sr and Sc. 
The parameters are chosen as Λ1 = Λ2 = 5.0, RT = 1.0, Br = 0.1, Sc = 1.0, 

Sr = 0.5, I = 0.5, σ = 4.0 for evaluating the values in all the tables except 
the varying one. 

The numerical values obtained in the graphs and tables are evaluated 
using Runge-Kutta algorithm with shooting technique. These solutions 
are further justified by solving the governing equations using regular 
perturbation technique. Brinkman number is employed to act as the 
perturbation characteristic. The solution of first order (u1) is obtained 
using the software MATHEMATICA and the total solution u = u0 + Br u1 
is tabulated in Table 4. Without viscous dissipation effects, the analytical 
and numerical values are equal. The difference between numerical and 
regular perturbation method is enhanced as Brinkman number in-
creases. This is a valid notification as the regular perturbation method 
should be used for low perturbation characteristic. It is also identified 
that the difference increases in a large magnitude on the temperature for 
different Biot numbers in comparison with same Bi. 

Conclusions 

Chemically reacting fluid embedded in a vertical duct saturated with 
porous matrix was studied employing the Robin border restrictions. 
Non-Darcy model including the Forchheimer drag effect was employed 
to define the porous medium influence. The heat and mass balance 
equations were decoded with the momentum equation resulting in 
solving fourth order nonlinear momentum equation. This equation was 
solved completely opting Runge-Kutta-shooting method which was a 
numerical scheme and also regular perturbation technique (valid only 
for low Br and in the absence of inertial force). The computations por-
trayed the following 

Table 2 
Values of Nusselt numbers  

Bi1 = Bi2 = 10 Bi1 = 1.0, Bi2 = 10  
Nu1 Nu2 Nu1 Nu2 

Λ1   

0  2.26437423  0.57451333  0.99066865 − 0.69921433 
10  2.30754945  0.50363670  1.04717256 − 0.90407044 
15  2.33287154  0.46363310  1.08555439 − 1.04145840 
20  2.36122838  0.41995316  1.13510863 − 1.21719883 
Λ2   

0  2.29361750  0.55025586  1.02045619 − 0.78844636 
10  2.27645374  0.53026100  1.01225799 − 0.79710256 
15  2.26848104  0.51965314  1.00843964 − 0.80242140 
20  2.26091404  0.50863791  1.00480814 − 0.80840077 
Br   
0  1.42857143  1.42857143  0.62500000 0.62500000 
0.01  1.51179348  1.34221464  0.66169474 0.49158647 
0.1  2.28483260  0.54046192  1.01626343 − 0.79244423 
0.5  6.37931828  − 3.69490325  3.59294356 − 9.90400625 
Sr   
0.5  2.28483260  0.54046192  1.01626343 − 0.79244423 
1.0  2.28484300  0.54045016  1.01627525 − 0.79248680 
1.5  2.28485344  0.54043844  1.01628707 − 0.79252937 
2.0  2.28486388  0.54042671  1.01629889 − 0.79257196 
Sc   
0.5  2.28482740  0.54046779  1.01625752 − 0.79242294 
1.0  2.28483260  0.54046192  1.01626343 − 0.79244423 
1.5  2.28483789  0.54045611  1.01626934 − 0.79246551 
2.0  2.28484300  0.54045016  1.01627525 − 0.79248680 
I   
0.0  2.29935010  0.52560281  1.02328893 − 0.81767493 
2.0  2.24477679  0.58147352  0.99698079 − 0.72317487 
4.0  2.19819688  0.62919112  0.97473450 − 0.64322199 
6.0  2.15782548  0.67057308  0.95559660 − 0.57440681 
σ   
2.0  2.51293026  0.30610072  1.12568041 − 1.18568658 
4.0  2.28483260  0.54046192  1.01626343 − 0.79244423 
6.0  2.06128363  0.77041854  0.91121782 − 0.41418055 
8.0  1.89191422  0.94499086  0.83304279 − 0.13206230  

Table 3 
Values of Sherwood numbers  

Bi1 = Bi2 = 10 Bi1 = 1.0, Bi2 = 10  
Sh1 Sh2 Sh1 Sh2 

Λ1   

0  2.21749822  1.70848061  3.51798930  0.98784394 
1  2.24984602  1.67061018  4.10994688  0.61039489 
5  2.54050996  1.34070829  − 6.22444481  − 11.7264946 
10  − 0.53287711  − 2.59845293  2.25417611  0.40579230 
Λ2   

0  2.52116343  1.36723045  2.04368743  − 2.30513244 
1  2.52481004  1.36219162  − 0.15852739  − 3.81672866 
5  2.54050996  1.34070829  − 6.22444481  − 11.7264946 
10  2.56300501  1.31043751  − 1.24259331  − 6.47981796 
Br     
0.0  2.00000000  2.00000000  2.00000000  2.00000000 
0.01  2.00004989  1.99994298  2.00000644  1.99998668 
0.1  2.00043102  1.99883100  2.00124589  1.99859278 
0.5  2.03570043  1.94239353  2.46527912  1.68788265 
Sr   
0.5  2.54050996  1.34070829  − 6.22444481  − 11.7264946 
1.0  3.12718273  0.63020006  − 5.88796949  − 13.9919850 
1.5  3.76928703  − 0.14162993  − 4.38387615  − 16.6073931 
2.0  4.47940296  − 0.98847164  − 4.24946989  − 17.5973595 
Sc   
0.5  2.26496784  1.67622877  − 6.24328914  − 9.91782194 
1.0  2.54050996  1.34070829  − 6.22444481  − 11.7264946 
1.5  2.82755882  0.99242050  − 5.45238718  − 12.9497405 
2.0  3.12718273  0.63020006  − 5.88796949  − 13.9919850 
I   
0.0  2.58180340  1.29499778  − 6.14646629  − 12.2930895 
2.0  2.44426092  1.44792527  − 3.18197792  − 10.6625211 
4.0  2.35656141  1.54666087  1.26751431  − 9.87162384 
6.0  2.29562665  1.61605619  6.53716875  − 8.37194710 
σ   
2.0  2.98197286  0.85106290  − 11.0253776  − 15.9857445 
4.0  2.54050996  1.34070829  − 6.22444481  − 11.7264946 
6.0  2.25608168  1.66466167  0.95280553  − 4.38768348 
8.0  2.12159846  1.82455884  1.49062305  1.25702190  
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1. The numerical and analytical solutions were in good agreement for 
low Br and the present solutions have a good agreement with Zan-
chini Zanchini [53] without Λ2.  

2. Flow reversal appears at the hot wall for buoyancy opposing motion 
and at the cold wall for buoyancy assisting motion without dissipa-
tion. Rising viscous dissipation accelerates the fluid flow for negli-
gible buoyancy forces. 

3. Embracing the buoyancy forces and dissipations, the thermal Gra-
shof number augments the flow for symmetric and asymmetric Biot 
numbers. The velocity, temperature and concentration fields were 
gained with the enlargement of Schmidt and Soret parameters. Sec-
ond order Forchheimer inertial parameter and Darcy number assault 
the flow depletion.  

4. The wall friction was boosted with the step-up of Λ1, Br, Sr and Sc 
while it was declined with inertial and porous characteristic. The 
strength of energy transport was upswing with Λ1 and Br while it was 
shrinked with the inertial and porous parameter. The Sherwood 
number was enhanced at the left plate and declined at the right plate 
for the blowing up Λ1 and Λ2, Br, Sr and Sc while it was depressed 
with the inertial and porous parameters. 
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− 0.25 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 
− 0.15 0.68331476 0.68331476 0.684892468 0.68582544 0.76220016 0.89254566 
− 0.05 1.01094259 1.01094259 1.013109122 1.01445576 1.11926914 1.30374964 
0.05 1.02270569 1.02270569 1.024721891 1.02600708 1.12351597 1.29753233 
0.15 0.70721043 0.70721043 0.708482925 0.70929094 0.770835053 0.87995753 
0.25 0.000000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000  
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